
Date: 16 September 2022, Friday

Time： 2:15 – 4:30 p.m.

Venue：
EY wavespace
22/F, CITIC Tower, 1 Tim Mei Avenue, Central, Hong Kong

Language: English

CPD: 2 hours

Quota: 
50 (in-person)
350 (virtual participation) 

Format:
Hybrid seminar
(combination of virtual and physical seminar)

Joint Seminar
The next wave of digital 
transformation – blockchain, NFTs
and Metaverse in an accounting 
world

16 September 2022, Friday



Speakers

• Mr. David Chen
Partner, EY Financial Services Technology Consulting at Ernst & Young Advisory Services 
Limited

• Mr. Jason Ho 
Partner, EY Financial Services Technology Risk Consulting at Ernst & Young Advisory Services 
Limited

• Mr. Nick Chan, MH, JP
Partner, Squire Patton Boggs 
Director, AALCO Hong Kong Regional Arbitration Centre
Member of the advisory committee of the Hong Kong Government’s Innovation and Technology 
Venture Fund (ITVF) 
Hong Kong Deputy to the National People’s Congress

Health and safety measures:

Prior to joining the physical seminar, you are required to:
• Complete the EY visitor health declaration form by scanning the below QR code; and

• Perform the COVID-19 rapid antigen test on the date of attending the seminar and retain a photo of test 
result.

Moderator 

• Ms. Ko Yung Lai Gogo
Convenor of Professional Development Committee &
Vice-President, Hong Kong Business Accountants Association
Past Chairlady, Hong Kong Branch Committee &
Past North Asia Regional Advisory Panel Member 
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants

Opening and closing remarks speakers

• Mr. IP Koon Wing, Ernest
President, Hong Kong Business Accountants Association 
Group Chief Financial Officer, Fung Group

• Ms. Jasmine Lee
Managing Partner of EY Hong Kong and Macau

• Mr. Jasper Chung
Chairman, Hong Kong SAR Area Committee
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants



Preparing for technological transformation

2:30 - 2:45 p.m.

In recent years, we have been seeing more technological innovations than ever before. These advancements are 
accessible to all of us and can be applied to the everyday work of accountants.
In this session, we will look at how banks have embraced new technology and automation to streamline and 
transform their daily complicated processes, and discuss how these will inevitably be followed by other functions 
and professions including accountants.
How will this impact accountants and how can you prepare for the process transformation? Join us and let’s 
explore this topic.

Non-fungible tokens (NFT) – what is it? Why and what do accountants need to know?

2:45 - 3:00 p.m.

NFT is a form of instruments which holds the ownership of virtual intellectual properties through blockchains 
and it has attracted popularity across sectors and industries. 

NFTs are rife with speculation, hacks and fraud. However, they also have real-life use cases that can generate 
value. EY teams will share our insights on how NFTs can become part of a business, where accountants will find 
it fascinating to know.

Speaker’s bio

David Chen is a Partner at EY Financial Services Technology Consulting at Ernst & Young 
Advisory Services Limited in Hong Kong. He leads the Digital Emerging Technology and 
Technology Transformation sub services lines within Technology Consulting. He has 21 years of 
experience in technology strategy and technology implementation projects globally in 
jurisdictions such as UK, Australia, China Mainland, Hong Kong and Singapore.  

Rundown

2:00 - 2:15 p.m. Registration

2:15 - 2:30 p.m. Opening speech

2:30 - 3:00 p.m. • Preparing for technological transformation
• Non-fungible tokens – what is it? Why and what do accountants need to know?
Presentation by Mr. David Chen, Partner, Ernst & Young Advisory Services Limited

3:00 - 3:30 p.m. • Technology updates for professional accountants – what you need to know
• What are the challenges to embrace non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and 

decentralized finance (DeFi)?
Presentation by Mr. Jason Ho, Partner, Ernst & Young Advisory Services Limited

3:30 – 3:40 p.m. Break

3:40 - 4:10 p.m. • Opportunities and challenges on the Metaverse for business accountants
Presentation by Mr. Nick Chan, MH, JP, Partner, Squire Patton Boggs

4:10 - 4:25 p.m. Q&A

4:25 - 4:30 p.m. Closing speech

4:30 - 5:30 p.m. Networking (optional for the physical attendees)



Technology updates for professional accountants – what you need to know

3:00 - 3:15 p.m.

Businesses are scrambling to keep up with technology development to ensure that they stay competitive. From 
the use of cloud computing for greater convenience and efficiency to the embracement of virtual assets and 
blockchain to capture new opportunities and customers, it is critical for all accounting professions to be aware 
of and understand the latest technological innovations in order to stay relevant. 

What are the challenges to embrace virtual / crypto assets, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and decentralized 
finance (DeFi)?

3:15 - 3:30 p.m.

Virtual / crypto assets and NFTs have recently become key topics in the business world. They are used to 
explicitly drive business opportunities anytime and across borders, as they can address the shortcomings of 
traditional forms of assets.
EY teams share insights on the emerging risks that could have a critical impact on businesses due to the 
prevalence of virtual / crypto assets and NFTs, and the key issues to consider. While we now have clearer views 
on how virtual assets / crypto and NFTs could change our day-to-day business, we discuss how other Web3 
applications such as the growing use of decentralized finance (DeFi) and virtual / crypto assets could bring 
challenges to how we work.

Speaker’s bio

Jason Ho is a Partner and leads the Financial Services Technology Risk Consulting practice at 
Ernst & Young Advisory Services Limited in Hong Kong. He has more than 15 years of 
experience in professional technology risk and privacy related consulting, licensing, regulatory 
and compliance, technical assessment and audit, governance setup, Fintech, RegTech and 
virtual asset advisory, incident investigation, change management, implementation and training 
program delivery at executive level.

He is experience in the domains of information and cybersecurity, third-party management, 
FinTech and RegTech (e.g., virtual banking, blockchain, virtual asset, robot, cloud, AI, eKYC, 
payment infrastructure, stored value facilities (SVF), multi-factor / biometric authentication), 
dominantly in the financial sector of Hong Kong, Greater Bay Area (GBA) and Asia-Pacific 
region.

He is a featured information security speaker in public seminars, regional conferences and 
media, guest lecturer in universities / HKIB, CISA / CISM exam trainer, and advisor to leading 
think-tanks / regulators regionally.

He has received the highest award (i.e., Gold Award) in the Banking and Finance Sector of Cyber 
Security Professionals Awards in 2017 and 2021, bestowed by the Hong Kong Police Force, 
HKCERT and GovCERT.HK. He has a Master of Laws and a Bachelor of Engineering in 
Information Engineering with first class honors. He is a Fellow of HKICPA and a member of 
ICAEW and IET. He holds CISA, CISM and CISSP certificates.



EY | Building a better working world

EY exists to build a better working world, helping 
to create long-term value for clients, people and 
society and build trust in the capital markets. 

Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY 
teams in over 150 countries provide trust 
through assurance and help clients grow, 
transform and operate. 

Working across assurance, consulting, law, 
strategy, tax and transactions, EY teams ask 
better questions to find new answers for the 
complex issues facing our world today.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of 
the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a 
separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company 
limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients, nor does it 
own or control any member firm or act as the headquarters of any 
member firm. Information about how EY collects and uses personal 
data and a description of the rights individuals have under data 
protection legislation are available via ey.com/privacy. EY member 
firms do not practice law where prohibited by local laws. For more 
information about our organization, please visit ey.com.

APAC no. 03015009
ED None

This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is 
not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax, legal or other professional 
advice. Please refer to your advisors for specific advice.

ey.com/china

ey wechatey.com/china

Follow us on WeChat
Scan the QR code and stay up-to-date with 
the latest EY news.

Opportunities and challenges on the Metaverse for business accountants

3:40 - 4:10 p.m.

What is Web 3.0, metaverse and openverse? What use cases, opportunities and challenges await? How do we 
classify, explore and understand the inner working and life-cycles of different cryptocurrencies, non-fungible 
tokens (NFTs), blockchains, initial coin offerings (ICOs) and other novelties like AI profiling, virtual influencers 
and deepfakes? Let’s explore some legal, ethical and practical issues and solutions with a tech lawyer, 
columnist, business show program host and lawmaker with a computer science background.

Speaker’s bio

Mr. Nick Chan, MH, JP, Partner of a top ten international law firm Squire Patton Boggs, is a 
lawyer with a computer science background.  He teaches LawTech, Entrepreneurship and 
Innovation at City University of Hong Kong, and guest lectures at Peking University.  He is a 
council member of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, and served as a council member, 
chairman of knowledge transfer committee and member of the investment subcommittee of the 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.  He served on the knowledge transfer 
committee of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University and serves on their Technology Transfer 
Management Committee.  He has inhouse experience with Asia-Pacific regional responsibilities 
at two Fortune 100 technology companies.  He has held weekly online STEM education courses 
for hundreds of secondary schools.  He serves as a member of the advisory committee of the 
Hong Kong Government’s Innovation and Technology Venture Fund.  He was the chairman of 
the LawTech NGO that raised HK$150m and developed LawTech to strengthen the standard 
and offering of legal services in Hong Kong.  He is the Director of AALCO Hong Kong Regional 
Arbitration Centre, which operates under the auspices of the Asian-African Legal Consultative 
Organization (AALCO), an intergovernmental organization with 47 member jurisdictions.  He 
serves the public as an elected member of the National People’s Congress.


